ADJUSTABLE OVERHEAD LOAD LIFTER - OLA-2-42

STANDARD FEATURES
MODEL NUMBER IS OLA-2-42
MAX CAPACITY IS 2,000 LBS
ADJUSTABLE CLEARANCE HEIGHT IS 40 9/16", 52 5/16", AND 64 1/16"
OVERALL HEIGHT ADJUSTS TO 64 3/8", 76 1/8", AND 87 7/8"
ADJ. FORK SPREAD (OUTSIDE TO OUTSIDE) MAX IS 35 5/8", MIN IS 17 5/8"
FORK SIZE IS 2" H X 4" W
USABLE FORK LENGTH IS 43 1/8"
OVERALL WIDTH IS 40 1/8"
OVERALL LENGTH IS 48 3/16"
DURABLE LIQUID PAINT BLUE FINISH

SPECIAL FEATURES
NONE

DIMENSION TOLERANCE ± 1/4"